
 

 

REGULATORY REFORM (SCOTLAND) BILL 
SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO EET COMMITTEE’S STAGE 1 REPORT 

 
Committee recommendation 
 

 
Scottish Government response 

 
Consultation responses prior to Parliamentary scrutiny 

 

1 Publication of consultation 
responses 

 

The Scottish Government is currently carrying out a wider review its 
consultation practice.  We accept this recommendation and this will be clearly 
stated in guidance under the new procedures, which will also be shared with the 
Scottish Parliament. 
 

 
Wider Parliamentary scrutiny, subordinate legislation and ancillary provision 

 

2, 3, 18 &19 DPLR Committee 
recommendations 

The Scottish Government responded to recommendations made by the DPLR 
Committee in their Stage 1 Report in the letter from the Cabinet Secretary for 
Finance, Employment and Sustainable Growth on 25 September 2013. 
 

 
National standards – a centralised approach 

 

4 Collaborative working with 
COSLA and stakeholders 
 
 

We are committed to involving stakeholders at as early a stage as possible, and 
in line with best practice we will consult on any proposals to ensure that we 
deliver outcomes that meet the overall objectives of the Bill. We welcome the 
very positive support from COSLA in particular, as we work to deliver a shared 
commitment to better regulation and sustainable economic growth. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Exemption criteria and implementation 

 

5 Exemption criteria 
transparency and consistency 
 
 
 

We expect the procedure for exemptions to be used exceptionally and any case 
presented would need to demonstrate evidence of the exceptional local 
circumstances which support a case for variation or opt-out.  We remain of the 
view that it would be inappropriate and restrictive to define a set of exemption 
criteria which could be applied in all cases but will discuss the recommendation 
further with COSLA. 
 
In the interests of transparency, Stage 2 amendments to the Bill will be lodged 
to require all Ministerial directions in respect of exemptions or variations to be 
published. 
 

 
Regulators’ duty in respect of sustainable economic growth 

 

6 Hierarchy for SNH and other 
regulators 

The Scottish Government responded to recommendations made by the RACCE 
Committee in their Stage 1 Report in the letter from the Minister for Environment 
and Climate Change on 5 September 2013.  With regard to the new general 
purpose for SEPA as provided for by Section 38 of the Bill and extending similar 
provision to SNH, we are pleased that the EET Committee agrees that the 
provisions in Part 1 of the Bill make this unnecessary. 
 

 
Definition of sustainable economic growth and whether the term should be changed to sustainable development 

 

7 Definition stated and explained 
in guidance 
 

We are committed to including our definition of sustainable economic growth 
within the Code of Practice and presenting the draft Code to Parliament for 
scrutiny before it is formally adopted. 
 
 



 

 

 
Marine licensing decisions – statutory appeal mechanism 

 

8 Systematic approach to 
appeals 

The Scottish Government is a strong supporter of environmental justice and 
having appropriate structures to protect our environment and which will enable 
the best decisions to be made around activities that affect it. 
 
The Scottish Government is also currently undertaking a range of ambitious and 
significant reforms to the justice system.  The implementation of Lord Gill's 
Scottish Civil Courts review and the creation of a new tribunal structure will pave 
the way for swifter handling of cases, including public interest cases such as 
environmental cases. And, a new tribunal structure will allow, in time, for certain 
specialist civil chambers to be set up within it.  Further thought will need to be 
given following the establishment of the new tribunal structure what additional 
jurisdictions might be conferred up it, recognising the significant funding 
pressure on the justice system as a whole. 
 
The Scottish Government is also committed to looking carefully at the cost and 
funding of litigation, including public interest cases.  It consulted last year on 
proposals for rules of court to set out a clear framework for the granting of 
protective expenses orders in environmental cases. 
 
This represents a significant programme of work which is being co-ordinated 
across the Government representing policy development, legislation and 
organisational transformation change.  The landscape is also affected by the 
European Commission's on-going review of the Environmental Impact 
Assessment Directive which is an important tool in supporting effective 
consideration of the environmental issues.  Once these changes have come into 
effect we will consider with stakeholders any need for an environmental court. 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Six week appeal time limit 

 

9 Impact on stakeholders It is not likely that any organisation willing to bring a challenge in the Court of 
Session will not have already had involvement in the licence application process 
and it will almost certainly have lodged representations prior to the decision 
being made. The organisation will not therefore be coming to the matter “cold” 
once the decision has been made. 
 
The 6 week period matches those applicable where a “person aggrieved” 
wishes to apply to the Court of Session to challenge a town and country 
planning decision (section 239 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 
1997) or a decision to proceed with a road scheme (Schedule 2 to the Roads 
(Scotland) Act 1984). 

 
Planning Authorities’ functions: charges and fees – measuring performance 

 

10 Measures to improve 
performance of agencies 

Following the publication of Delivering Planning Reform (2008), a Key Agencies 
Group (KAG) was set up.  This provided a forum for the key agencies to identify 
new approaches to working together, and with planning authorities, and to 
identify areas and actions for improvement. 
 
Audit Scotland in their report ‘Modernising the Planning System’ (2011) 
considered that key agencies and planning authorities are working together 
better but further progress is needed.  We consider that the KAG have made 
good progress with implementing reform and this is generally recognised by 
stakeholders. 
 
Last year the Minister for Local Government and Planning met with the KAG to 
ensure the momentum on implementing reform was maintained and the key 
agencies now undertake annual reports in line with the Planning Performance 
Framework.  We provided feedback to each agency earlier this year and will do 



 

 

so again in response to their second annual reports received in September.  In 
addition the Key Agencies have prepared an Action Plan for 2013/14 and meet 
every eight weeks to discuss progress. 
 

 
Linking fees to performance – resource implications 

 

11 Audit Scotland cost analysis This is a recommendation for Audit Scotland to consider. 
 

 
Impact on Services 

 

12 Monitoring performance We are actively monitoring performance both through the Planning Performance 
Framework and Quarterly Statistics and would welcome the opportunity to report 
back to the Committee a year after policy implementation. 
 

13 Use of performance markers We continue to work with our COSLA partners, through the High Level Group on 
Planning.  The details of assessing performance are currently being considered 
and the recommendations of the Committee are proposed to be discussed at 
the next meeting of the Group in January.  We will inform committee of the 
outcome once discussions are complete. 
 

 
Alternative approaches to improving performance 

 

14 Fee reduction measures These details are to be agreed through the High Level Group on Planning.  
Setting working arrangements and processes are explicit in the remit of the 
Group.  As with Recommendation 13 the Scottish Government proposes to 
discuss these matters at the next meeting of the Group in January and will 
inform the Committee of the outcome once discussions are complete. 
 
 



 

 

 

 
Street traders’ licences 

 

15 Inspection of mobile food 
business and coordination with 
new food body 
 

The changes to Street traders’ licenses will not impact on a food authorities 
ability to inspect a food business operating in its area to ensure food hygiene 
practices are being properly implemented and public health protected.  We will 
also ensure engagement and coordination on this with the proposals for a new 
food body continue. 
 

 
Policy and Financial Memoranda 

 

16 & 17 Detail in Bill documents and 
consultation process 

The Scottish Government notes both the committee’s helpful comments and 
constructive views made by witnesses in this regard.  These will be fed into the 
current review of the Scottish Government’s guidance for Bill teams and 
reflected in future drafts. 
 


